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JAR Events 

Animal Adoption Days 

April 2012  

@ Papa’s Bierstube 

3338 Hongmei Lu , Puxi  

(Sunday, April 1th, 2012) 

 

@ The Cool Docks 

505 Zhongshan Nan Lu, near 

Xinmatou Jie 

(Sunday, April 8th, 2012) 

 

Josie Chen Range Event 

115 Pingwu Lu (near Xingfu Lu) 

Saturday, March 24th, 2012 

2 pm – 7 pm 
JAR will be featured at the JOSIE 

CHEN RANGE Fashion Event. 
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Jaiya’s Animal Rescue Newsletter    

 
IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Wordpress has been blocked 

in China again. To be able to 

read our 

Blog or download our forms 

please use a VPN such as: 

http://www.vtunnel.com 

http://jarshanghai.wordpress.com 

 

Spring is coming! 

We are issuing this newsletter regularly 

in order to let you know about the 

developments of JAR activities and 

our lovely pets. 

Spring is around the corner … and 

with Spring we sadly know that JAR will 

have a major influx of abandoned 

newborns (kittens and puppies).  

Hereafter, in this issue we include 

information for you to know what to 

do in case you encounter an animal in 

need for help. 

   

JAR 

present 
at: 

 

On the internet you can find 

several rescue guidelines from 

different animal rescue volunteers 

around the world but, 

unfortunately, there is no single 

standard for these guidelines. 

Hereafter, this article explores the 

issue based on the experience of 

several rescuers and foster parents 

that have faced this situation 

while living in China. 

The first thing that you must keep 

in mind when you find one or 

several kittens/puppies 

abandoned is: “Do not panic!” 

Indeed, you need to face the 

situation without getting stressed. If 

the kitten or puppy desperately 

needs help, the worst thing that you 

can do is to get nervous. You need 

to be objective and evaluate the 

situation according to the following 

points: 

1. Does the animal look sick and/or 

suffering from starvation and/or a 

disease? 

2. If the animal is clearly a stray 

(regardless of the fact that he/she 

might look ok) you have to take 

him/her to the Vet as soon as 

possible for a general check up). 

For further information on this 

guideline click here. 
 

Guideline to rescue a stray animal 

All the best from JAR   
 

http://www.facebook.com/album.php?aid
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?about=
http://shanghaiist.com/2010/08/18/ask_shanghaiist_what_should_you_do.php


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Thank goodness for the weather holding out and giving us a chilly yet 

(eventually) splendid sunny & rainless day!! 

Wonderfully, we adopted out 10 animals, 2 fostered and with 3 potential 

adoptions. 

I would like to thank the following establishments and supporters for their 

contribution/sponsorship and for their dedicated efforts in making our 

adoption days succeed. 

COOL DOCKS Management and staff, W & PETS (for donating generously 

their dog food brand, handing out ‘FREE’ bags of animal treats and 

donating half of their proceeds to us (650 RMB), STARBUCKS for providing 

muffins, biscuits, sandwiches & hot drinks, senior volunteers (Gwen, Simone 

and friends)  in making and baking delicious cakes, cookies, muffins and 

waffles (raised a fantastic 1205 RMB!!), Josephine for designing the 

anniversary poster, Vivian for baking and decorating a huge cake for JAR 

and finally, all our awesome volunteers for dealing with queries and 

handling rescuers/animals….we did have a large turnout!! 

Thank you to our existing adopters who came with their dogs/cats and re-

uniting with the rescuers! It was great to see you all again and seeing their 

adopted animals doing so well. 

 

May we be more successful and provide loving & permanent homes to the 

animals we have in care! 

Thank you so much for your support……heartfelt thanks goes out to all! 

Best wishes, 

Marvin 
JAR – Founder 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

http://youmao.taobao.com/view_page-26222511.htm
http://www.willspet.com
http://www.starbucks.cn/en/
http://www.seahowsh.com/en/about/index.asp
http://www.thecooldocks.com/


 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

friendly with other dogs, gentle 

and loving. Monday is the type of 

dog that needs love & attention! 

Can you provide a forever loving 
home to Tia  or Monday ? 

 

Tia (top) and Monday (bottom)  

Tia (female cat) 

DOB: March 2011 

Tia was rescued from a neighbor 

that had no clue how to look after 

animals! Tia was found locked up in 

a small cage (no towel, blanket, 

water or food). She was crying so we 

intervened and spoke with the 

owner about animal care. In the 

end, they decided to surrender Tia 

over to us and find her a suitable 

home! 

Tia is a super friendly kitten, playful 

and likes being held. 

Momo (Monday, female dog) 

DOB: 2009 

She was found on Nanjing Lu. She 

had no collar, skinny, dirty and had 

cut paws. She was shaking but 

happy that the rescuer took her in. 

She is a quick learner, housetrained, 
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Note: Monster Cat stars in a webcomic. You can find him on 

Facebook and Twitter.  

He fights for Truth, Justice and Milk! 

Source: Miscellany of a Cheshire Cat 

Other pets that urgently 

need a home include: 

Lang Lang (dog) 

Xiao Ba (cat) 

Paco (dog) 

Persio & Candido (cats) 

Xiao Bai (dog) 

Xiao Pang (cat) 

Adopt a dog, cat or rabbit! 

 

 

What does it cost to adopt an 
animal from JAR? 

One of the most common questions we are 

asked is "How much does it cost to adopt an 

animal from JAR?" 

Our response is this: 

 There is no fixed price on any animal that is up 

for adoption. It is up to the discretion of the 

adopters if they would like to make a donation. 

However, with the growing increase of rescued 

animals and expenses an amount of at least 

300 RMB given to the group when adopting an 

animal from us is greatly appreciated. 

Please note that JAR is a non-profit animal 

rescue group. We rely on donations from kind 

hearted individuals which are then in turn used 

for food, vaccinations, grooming, de-worming, 

defleaing, de-sexing, and transportation. 

Your understanding and support is much 

appreciated by the group and the animals. 
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http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/6493883
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/3115201
http://www.digital-tree.com/
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/album/312351
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/album/312361
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/6824243
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/6664793
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/8452983
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/7203643
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/3849401
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/7227863
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Locations  

of 

JAR 

 Donation Boxes 

 

 

 

Pet biscuits: SAS Animal Rescue 
Group 

SAS Animal Rescue Group is developing a 

raising fund campaign by selling pet cookies. 

Please see 

Pet Biscuit Order Form / Order Pet Biscuits! 

Dress your pooch: 
PETKEEPER charity sale 

Lovebox Storage 

Doggy House 

Buddy Dog 

El Mexicano Restaurant 

Eagle Valley Veterinary Centre 

Josie Chen Range 

For our TNR & ABC Program we need the help 

of people / companies that could be willing to 

provide us with the sponsorship / funding 

necessary to buy cat traps for our program. 

Below you can see the information on the Cat 

Traps needed: 

HW-30D 

ACES Humane Cat Trap w/ rear door  

30"x 9"x11".  

Guaranteed against animal damage for 3 

years. 

Price: US $55.00 

If you can help us, please send us an e-mail. 

shanghaidogs@gmail.com 

Thank you! 

 

 

 
As a nonprofit organization, we rely solely on contributions, grants and fundraising for the 

precious money needed to continue our mission. There are several ongoing JAR 

fundraising activities. Check them out below. 

  

Thank you 

for your 
support ! 

Donations needed for TNR Program 

A
 J

A
R
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o

r 
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We are pleased to have new JAR T-Shirts and hoodies on 

sale for donation purposes at our Animal Adoption Days. 

Please come and support us by purchasing one. 

The t-shirts will be available on Taobao and other website 

outlets very soon! 

   

New JAR Shirts on sale 

http://jarshanghai.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/ar-order-form.doc
http://www.loveboxstorage.com/
http://www.paradisekennel.com.cn/getapet.asp
http://www.buddydog.net/
http://www.elmexicano.com.cn/
http://www.eaglevalleyvet.com/
http://www.josiechenrange.co.uk/josiechen/zh-hans/
https://www.animal-care.com/index.cfm/id/10/category/151/secondary/314/Traps-Baits
mailto:shanghaidogs@gmail.com


Adoptable Pets and their Stories 

 

 
Lili 

 

 
Perry 

 

 
White White 

 

 
Mary 

 

 
Qin Qin 

 

 
Lucy 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  
Good to know: JAR guides 

JAR has created a webpage to collate and accumulate JAR 

guides for people to have general information on vaccinations, 

cat behavior, dog care etc. To read our guides click here   

Don’t forget that Wordpress has been blocked and you will need 

to use a VPN like vtunnel.com to access our guides! 

 

JAR featured on Shanghai Daily 

Thanking Shanghai Daily’s editor for including JAR’S Anniversary 

event and article about our Adoption Days! 

We appreciate your ongoing support and for advertisings our 

animals available for adoption every month! 

Many thanks! 

 

 

http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9382113#image
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/6536743
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/5700611
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/6542663
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/4176301
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/6664963
http://jarshanghai.wordpress.com/information/jar-guides/


 

 

 

 

Sponsors & Friends: 

 
Special thanks to: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expenses February 2012 

Donations February 2012 

 

450 RMB - Transportation 

1500 RMB - Rescuers 

650 RMB - T-Shirts 

250 RMB - Leaflets/marketing 

500 RMB - JAR materials 

1000 RMB - Tia (cat) spaying/boarding 

3000 RMB Spaying/boarding for Patience 

(cat) 

175 RMB - Rabbit (boarding) 

800 RMB Rescuer 

450 RMB - kittens rescued at SAS 

2300 RMB – Boarding 

1000 RMB - Dog food  

1679 RMB - Medicine 

Acknowledgements 

JAR wants to thank to the following 

individuals/establishments for their 

valuable help:  

a) W & PETS 

b) Buddy Dog 

c) Doggy House 

d) Eagle Valley 

e) BARK 

f) Shen Kang 

 

Jaiya’s Animal Rescue (JAR) 

Website: http://jargroup.doodlekit.com 

JAR Pictures: http://jar-galleries.doodlekit.com 

Blog: http://jarshanghai.wordpress.com 

JAR e-mail: shanghaidogs@gmail.com 

   

900 RMB - Lucy (Dulwich student) 

999.99 - Flora/Jasmine 

2000 RMB - Denise  

5000 RMB - Erika Barker (party & gifts) 

1500 RMB - Shelley Monk (adopter of 

Bruce)  

400 RMB - Jewellery sale (SAS) 

1402 RMB – Taobao 

Lovely Benny is waiting for you  

click here to find out more 

about him! 

 

Thank you to Linda Lefevre 

for sponsoring JAR’s animals 

every month! She kindly 

sponsored Xiao Bei’s (cat) 

boarding/medical fees! 

 

 

http://shanghaiist.com/
http://shanghaiist.com/
http://shanghaiist.com/
http://www.healthguardpet.com/
http://www.eaglevalleyvet.com/
http://shanghaiist.com/
http://www.hola-china.com/
http://www.dulwich-shanghai.cn/
http://www.elmexicano.com.cn/
http://www.papas-bierstube.com/
http://vtunnel.com/index.php/1010110A/71a71281fe4
http://advanceddentalsolutions.cn/drsherry/index.html
http://barkshanghai.com/
http://www.lafongstyle.com/
http://www.shanghaiexpat.com/
http://www.petinshanghai.com/
http://www.people4chineseanimals.org/
http://www.cityweekend.com.cn/
http://www.actasia.org/
http://www.coucoupet.com/
http://www.timeoutcn.com/
http://www.seashanghai.org/
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/8479603
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Old couple at home with stray pets 

Author: Zha Minjie and Ni Yinbin Shanghai Daily 2012-02-09 

WHEN the afternoon sunlight shone on three 

makeshift shelters set beside a waste-collection 

station, a small ruffle and noise came from 

beneath the canvas and wood boards. A yellow 

cat sprang up from one, running across the small 

Tongzhou Road, jumping onto a bag of cat food. 

"A cute and quiet one," murmured Wu Gendi, a 71-

year-old woman, dressed in blue, one of her 

cotton shoes worn and with a hole in it.  

She recognized the cat, one of the nearly 80 cats 

and dogs she helps raise inside the "home".  

Wu emerged from one of the three shacks 

yesterday, where she lives with her husband, Zhou 

Hongnian, together with the cats and dogs, after 

waking up from a nap. She waited alongside the 

road for Zhou, who had gone to take a sick cat for 

treatment. 

"He's the one who loves the pets most for all his 

life," said Wu, talking about her 86-year-old 

husband. 

The couple has been raising the stray and 

abandoned pets for more than 10 years. 

The neighbors take walks on the same street in 

Hongkou District but seldom talk with the old 

couple. Wu, well-known within the community, 

seems not to be bothered by that. 

The couple said the neighbors have petitioned the 

community and city sanitation departments to 

remove the "dog and cat shelter," and sometimes 

they've simply done it on their own. 

"The makeshift shacks have been torn down 

several times," said Wu.  

The couple moved out of their own home years 

ago and set up the temporary lodging, with cages 

occupying most of the space inside and empty 

ones stocked outside. Wu's shack was torn down 

by the urban management team last year, she 

said. 

"After they tore it down and carried the remaining 

materials away, we bought some waste board 

and plastic sheets and built the shacks again," Wu 

said. "They can't do much about us." 

Wu said 14 cats once were poisoned to death but 

the suspects were never caught. 

"They can ask us to narrow our space and not to 

affect others but they don't have the right to stop 

us from taking care of the homeless pets," Wu said. 

By paying more than half of their 4,000 yuan 

(US$635) monthly pension to raise the dogs and 

cats, the duo doesn’t have much left for 

themselves. 

"We are now considering sterilizing the pets," said 

Wu, worrying they will have less ability to take care 

of them as they grow older and weaker. 

Zhou had surgery last year and Wu worried that his 

health might worsen from taking care of the 70-plus 

pets every day. Zhou gets up early every day to 

clean up the waste from the cats and dogs, and the 

couple usually work until midnight to take care of 

them. 

Now the two are getting some help from volunteers. 

Wu Jingying, a member of a civil organization 

dedicated to animal protection, started an online 

campaign last weekend to raise money for the 

sterilization of the couple's dogs and cats. So far the 

organization had collected more than 4,000 yuan, 

Wu told Shanghai Daily yesterday. 

"Their living conditions are too poor. Look at Zhou; 

he's 86 and lives in a shabby board room aside the 

road," she said. "We're trying to improve their 

conditions." 

The organization has ordered a military tent to 

replace one of the shacks to make the couple's life 

a little more comfortable. 

However, not every animal-protection organization 

supports such benevolence. 

"I'm worried about the health of the cats and dogs," 

said a member of JAR, an aid group for stray 

animals. "Finding adoption for the cats and dogs is 

the best way to save them. It's not good for them to 

be locked in the cages forever." 

 

 
More than 70 stray cats and dogs, many in cages, are raised 

inside the humbly decorated shelter. 

 

 
Wu Gendi, 71, stands in front of one of her makeshift shelters that 

houses cats and dogs on Tongzhou Road in downtown Hongkou 

District yesterday. Wu raises these pets with her 86-year-old 

husband Zhou Hongnian. 



  

Meet Mr. Bones 

 
Gender: Male 

DOB: August 2010 

Health: Deemed healthy and was dewormed 

** getting neutered in the next 2 weeks ** 

 

The rescuer saved him as he was very sick and did not 

look well at all. It took months for him to recover and he 

is now back on track and ready to go to a permanent 

home. Can you help? 

 

 

Two beautiful labs available! 

Meet Linda & Lily. Two beautiful Labrador sisters who 

were fostered by a dog trafficker when they were only 

puppies. There were then sold to a butcher but could 

not reach the price they expected so they were going 

to have them slaughtered. The rescuer was informed 

of their whereabouts and rescued them! 

They are both between 12 – 18 months old (approx), 

dewormed, deflead, vaccinated and spayed. 

We are looking for a kind hearted dog lover to take 

them and provide their forever home! 

Please contact me if you or anyone from your circle of 

friends are interested. 
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We received queries for the following animals 

 looking for a new home. 

Can you help? Please contact us shanghaidogs@gmail.com 

 

Adorable puppies for adoption! 
 

All 3 puppies found on the street Anfu Lu x Wukang lu, close 

by Sunflour bakery abandoned in the box.  

 

Boy “Buddy” – has been diagnosed with middle ear 

infection, which has been treated with anibiotics. Now its 

healed.  Dewormed, deflead, vaccinated with first puppy 

shot. 

Otherwise very welcoming , playful and gentle, wants to 

stay in your arm forever.  Very good with other dogs (tried 

with other dogs at the clinic). Ready for adoption.  

 

Girl “Daisy” – the same as Buddy boy, has been diagnosed 

with Torticollis, twisted head due to middle ear infection.  

Treated with antibiotics and its healed now. 

Dewormed, Deflead and vaccinated with first puppy shot. 

Very welcoming, playful.  Very good with other dogs (tried 

with other dogs at the clinic). Ready for adoption. 

 

Girl “Lilly” – has been diagnosed with Lateral Patellar 

Luxation (knee dislocation);  Surgery on one knee has been 

done 28 Feb 2012; post durgery xray taken on 7th March, 

her’s healing abilities are amazing.  We resumed slow walk 

last week. The surgery of the second knee will be done next 

months;  we depend on vet Dr. Ly who is coming from 

australia once a month and when Lilly’s already operated 

leg can support the other leg.  Once this is done and 

healed there are no other issue, except she will need to get 

x-raed her limbs once a year for entire her life.  As i said Lilly 

is on right place on right time iven she is only 3-4 months so 

the healing is much faster than in older dogs.  She has 

finished antibiotics and painkillers.  She wants to be very 

active, but we have restricted walking this week.  

 

Currently all 3 puppies are at the Eagle Valley clinic with Dr. 

Stefanie Golz. I am affraid that Buddy and Daisy cant be 

there for long time since they are ready to be adopted and 

clinic is for sick animals, also they some family could enjoy 

while they are puppies. 
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Abby 

 

 
Lula 

 

 
Lucy 

 

 
Nian Gao 

 

 
Panda 

 

 
Wangcai 

 

 
GouGou 

New rescues in the spotlight – click on my name to  find out my story 

 

 
Xiao Hua Hua 

JAR’s guideline for a 

lost pet 
JAR has issued an 

emergency guideline for 

a lost pet. To see, save 

or print it please 

 click here. 

 
Mei Mei is brown and white, knee high 

(12kg) and had no collar or anything on her. 

She got lost on January 1, 2012 at 11:00 am 

on 109 Quan Kou Road (泉口路); at the 

compound behind the Brilliance West 

Shopping Mall. She was last seen around 

Tian Shan Road (天山路) area 

Reward: RMB 2,000 

Contact: 139 170 159 27 (Mr. Sun) 

 

 

Rabbit for adoption 
Name: Gatee (means coconut milk in Thai) 

Gender: Male 

Age: Approx 8 – 9 months 

 

 

http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/9271603#image
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9173353
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9047113
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9200773
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/9382233
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9200443
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9033873
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9254933
http://jarshanghai.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/bulletin-2-jars-guideline-for-a-lost-pet.pdf
http://jarshanghai.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/bulletin-2-jars-guideline-for-a-lost-pet.pdf
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1. April 

6. May3. June1. July 

5. August2. September7.October 

4. November2.December 

2. December 2012 

 

1. April 2012 

6. May 2012 

 

8. April  

13. May 10. June 8. July 12. August  

9. September 14. October 11. November  

9. December 

 

@ The 

Cool 

Docks 

@ Papa’s 
Bierstube 

 

Another JAR Donation Box will be at the 

following address below: 

Josie Chen Range 

Shanghai Mart 2299 west Yan An road, 

Studio 6F64 

上海世贸商城版权所有 2299 

 

 

New! 

JAR 
will be 

featured at 
the  

JOSIE 
CHEN 

RANGE 
Fashion 
Event. 

 

Cat trap for general use 

This cat trap belongs to Dr. Stephanie Goltz from 

Eagle Valley Vet Centre.  

Anyone needing it can borrow it under the 

condition that it has to be transported back to 

Eagle Valley after using it.  

The trap is currently located with one of our 

rescuer’s  in Xuhui District. It would be ideal for 

someone to use for a personal TNR in their own 

garden or co-operating compound - you just need 

someone with a car! 

It will not fit in a normal size taxi even if they agreed 

to take it. 

The dimensions are 37cm x 47cm x122 cm 

If you are interested in borrowing the trap, please 

contact josephinewyatt(at)live.com 

 

 

http://www.josiechenrange.co.uk/josiechen/zh-hans/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Please remember that pet ownership takes time, money, commitment and patience - owning a pet is likely to change your life completely. 
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OUR CHALLENGE 

Every year thousands of animals are abandoned in China. Just like in many other developing 

countries, this situation requires the attention and effort of several parties: government agencies, 

NGOs, NPOs and more importantly: YOU! 

Imagine how different this situation could be if more people were willing to open their homes to an 

abandoned pet, if more animals were vaccinated, neutered and spayed, if more people made 

donations, if more people were foster parents, if education on ethical treatment of animals could 

reach everybody … 

We at JAR have a great task ahead of us, but we cannot do it alone … WE NEED YOUR HELP!!! 
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http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9200973

